HOOVER INSTITUTION
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

THE ECONOMICS AND POLITICS OF REGULATION
Hoover IP² Summer Teaching Institute

Syllabus
Sunday–Friday, August 2-14, 2015

Sunday, August 2
6:00 P.M.  Welcome Dinner

Monday, August 3
9:00 A.M.  Orientation—Stephen Haber, Richard Sousa, Ken Hsu
10:00 A.M. Overview of Student Group Presentations—Stephen Haber, Victor Menaldo
12:30 P.M. Stanford Campus Tour
2:00 P.M.  Topic Suggestions for Student Group Presentations—Victor Menaldo

Tuesday, August 4
10:00 A.M. Microeconomics Principles—Ran Abramitzky
1:30 P.M.  What Does Finance Do?—Ross Levine

Wednesday, August 5
8:45 A.M.  Hoover Archives Treasures
10:00 A.M. Risk and Regulation—Ross Levine
1:30 P.M.  Politics and Economics of Bank Regulation—Stephen Haber

Classroom presentation
Thursday, August 6
10:00 A.M.  Innovation and Finance—Troy Paredes

1:30 P.M.  Innovation as a Business Asset—Damon Matteo

Friday, August 7
10:00 A.M.  Intellectual Property—Scott Kieff

1:30 P.M.  Innovation as a Business Asset—Damon Matteo

Monday, August 10
10:00 A.M.  Economics of Industries—Wes Hartmann
Classroom presentation

1:30 P.M.  Competition and Innovation—Ronald Goettler
Classroom presentation

Tuesday, August 11
10:00 A.M.  Antitrust Economics: Mergers and Competition Policy—Joshua Wright

1:30 P.M.  Antitrust Economics: The Intersection of IP and Antitrust—Joanna Tsai

Wednesday, August 12
10:00 A.M.  Energy and the Environment—Noel Maurer
Classroom presentation

1:30 P.M.  Energy Externalities—Severin Borenstein

6:00 P.M.  Closing Dinner

Thursday, August 13
10:00 A.M.  Market Mechanisms for Regulating the Environment—Severin Borenstein

1:30 P.M.  Energy and the Environment —Noel Maurer
Classroom presentation

Friday, August 14
10:00 A.M.  Student Group Presentations